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ExpressStat Thermostat Quick Guide 

To set time and day: 
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Set Run 
Clock/Day Program 

Weekday 
Schedule 

Hold 

Weekend 
Schedule 

Temp 

Present 
Setting 

OffsetUsageClear 

SystemFan 

WarmerAhead 

CoolerBack 

Back 

Weekend 
Schedul e 

Temperature up or down 

• Press 

• Select or 
To override the schedule: 

• Press 
• Press Hol 

Temp 
d first then Warmer or 


To set daily HEAT and AC schedules:
 
Cooler to adjust temperature 

• Press Schedul e 
Weekday or • Press Run 

Program 

• WAkE, LEAvE, RETURn, SLEEP 
not usedappears in display 

• Set time and temperature for each See display of current time, 
day and settings

To see your unit’s run time (check it at 

the end of the day, week or month):
 Change between HEAT, COOL/AC, 

EM HEAT (Heatpumps only)• Press Usage 

Clear 

Run 
Program 

Display will indicate which one is running
• Press to reset 

To run fan all the time, press 
• Press until you see FAn in display 

For additional thermostat features, refer to the operating manual. Having air conditioning problems? Call us first at 1-866-908-4916.
 
Is your SmartAC device activated? To find out, visit www.pge.com/smartac and click on Manage your SmartAC Device to sign in or call 1-866-908-4916.
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  Frequently Asked Questions 

My air conditioner isn’t operating correctly. Is the SmartAC™ device 
causing this? 
It isn’t likely that your SmartAC device is causing a problem, but we want to 
be certain. Call us first at 1-866-908-4916, and we’ll send out a technician 
who will troubleshoot to determine if the SmartAC device is the cause of 
your problem. When unused, SmartAC devices sit idle and don’t interact with 
your system. When used, SmartAC devices slightly adjust the amount of cold 
air your air conditioner makes. If after our technicians work to diagnose the 
problem, the issue is not related to the SmartAC device, we will recommend 
you consult with your service company.   

I’m going to replace my air conditioner, what should I do with my 
SmartAC device? 
Call us at 1-866-908-4916. If you will be replacing your air conditioning 
unit, we will need to disconnect the SmartAC technology from your old air 
conditioner and re-connect it to the new air conditioner after your work is 
completed by your HvAC contractor. 

My air conditioner service technician has questions, who can he call? 
They can call us at 1-866-908-4916. Monday through Saturday 8:00 AM to 
6:00 PM. We are always happy to talk to your service technician. 

It’s hot out. Is my air conditioner being controlled by PG&E? 
Hot weather doesn’t necessarily mean PG&E will need to activate the 
SmartAC device(s) installed on your air conditioner. The SmartAC system is 
used to help avoid a critical energy supply emergency that can cause power 
interruptions due to either high demand or unexpected electric system 
issues, like fires or a lightning storm. To see if the SmartAC system is 
activated, please read below. 

How do I know if my SmartAC device is activated? 
If you wish to find out whether SmartAC is activated you can visit 
www.pgesmartac.com or call 1-866-908-4916. If you have a thermostat, you 
can also check to see if the word “Savings” or “SmartAC Day” shows up on 
your display. If you have a device on your air conditioner outside, you can also 
check the lights to see if any are red. If they are red, you may be activated. 

I heard a “Flex Alert” announcement. Does that mean my air conditioner is 
being controlled? 
not necessarily. Flex Alerts are a signal for customers to turn off unnecessary 
lighting and appliances to help us reduce our peak demand. They do not 
automatically mean that PG&E will need to activate your SmartAC device– 
they can actually help us avoid that. The SmartAC system is activated only in 
anticipation of a local or state energy supply emergency. 
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